Variation in airways resistance when defined over different ranges of airflows
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Lord, P. W., and Edwards, J. M. (1978). Thorax, 33, 401-405. Variation in airways resistance when defined over different ranges of airflows. In eight normal subjects airways resistance (Raw) was assessed over six ranges of airflow (about zero flow at both minimum and maximum lung volumes) using an automated whole body plethysmograph. The intervals of flow used were 2.1 s\(^{-1}\) and 1.1 s\(^{-1}\) spanning zero flow, and 1.1 s\(^{-1}\) and 0.51 s\(^{-1}\) measured up to and from zero flow. The wider intervals gave less variable results, the coefficients of variation being of the order 11%, 15%, and 22% for the 2, 1, and 0.51 s\(^{-1}\) intervals respectively. In all subjects, at minimum volume Raw was some 1.5 times greater when measured over the ranges at end-expiration than at start-expiration; at maximum volume Raw was some 1.3 times greater when measured over the ranges at end-inspiration than at start-expiration. A slight increase in the slopes of the oscilloscope traces used to determine Raw was observed at minimum volume compared with those at maximum volume.

In view of the substantial differences reported it is essential that the exact range of flow, and the respiratory phase used, is described when reporting measurements of Raw. Least variability is obtained by estimating slopes over a wide interval of flow, such as 1 or 2 l s\(^{-1}\).

Non-linearities in the pressure (p)-flow (V) relationship in the airways, and changes in lung volume, give rise to differences in airways resistance (Raw) when it is measured over different ranges of airflow and at different parts of the respiratory cycle. This is so even at the low flow rates employed using the whole body plethysmograph to determine Raw. Without a priori knowledge of individual p-V relationships the magnitude of the differences cannot be predicted, and we therefore determined this experimentally in normal subjects.

The determination of Raw (DuBois et al., 1956) usually entails measuring on an oscilloscope the slope of traces of the plethysmograph pressure signal (P\(_{pr}\)) displayed against the airflow signal (V) over a region near zero flow (Figure). When changes in plethysmograph pressure are related to changes in alveolar pressure these slopes, S=\(\Delta P_{pr}/\Delta V\), are linearly related to airways resistance. In their original description of the method DuBois et al. (1956) recommended that the range of airflow used to determine the slope should be 1 l s\(^{-1}\) inspiration (positive flows) to 1 l s\(^{-1}\) expiration (negative flows). Later publications make other recommendations—for example, at 0.5 l s\(^{-1}\) inspiration (DuBois, 1964) at 0.5 or 1.01 s\(^{-1}\) (Cotes, 1975), and at 0.5 to 1.01 l s\(^{-1}\) inspiration (Bouhuys, 1974). In reports of experiments and surveys that have employed plethysmography the ranges used have varied (Butler et al., 1960; Kerr, 1973; Sackner and Landa, 1973; Stamm et al., 1976), and often the direction of flow is not stated (Lloyd and Wright, 1963; Gayrard et al., 1975; Hruby and Butler, 1975). Even when the direction of flow is given it is generally not clear whether the measurements were obtained at the start or end of the inspiratory or expiratory phases. Sometimes no range at all is given, as for example in Spicer et al. (1962).

Variability in the measurement of Raw over a given range of flow will be due to turbulence in the airflow, to physiological changes in the airways that alter the p-V relationship, and to experi-


Figure  Typical trace of plethysmograph pressure against airflow for one respiratory cycle (case 6). The horizontal bars indicate the six ranges of flow: A is minimum volume point and B maximum volume point. Expiratory flows are negative, inspiratory flows positive. Arrows indicate direction of trace with time.

Materials and methods

A constant volume whole body plethysmograph (DuBois et al., 1956a, b) was used, of a design similar to that described by Comroe et al. (1959). Measurements of Raw and thoracic gas volume (Vtg) were made using this apparatus following the computer-controlled procedure described by Lord and Brooks (1977). Eight normal, non-smoker subjects performed six successive shallow-panting manoeuvres to obtain measurements of Raw and Vtg. During each manoeuvre seven complete breathing cycles were examined for Raw and for each of these cycles 12 values were obtained from the airflow and plethysmograph pressure signals by calculating the slopes S over the six ranges of flow -1 to 1, -1 to 0, 0 to 1, -0.5 to 0.5, -0.5 to 0, and 0 to 0.5 l s⁻¹ about the points of zero flow at end-expiration (minimum volume point) and at end-inspiration (maximum volume point) (see Figure). The subjects were instructed to pant near their functional residual capacity at a frequency of 2 Hz (which was indicated to them by a metronome).

Results

All the results presented here are in terms of the slopes, which may be translated into resistance using the formula

\[ \text{Raw} = 2.99 \times \text{FS}/(\text{Vtg} + D) - 0.02 \text{ kPa l}^{-1}\text{s} \quad (1) \]

where F and D (Table 1) are respectively factors for body volume displacement in the plethysmograph and a volume correction for the mouthpiece and subject's dead space; Vtg is the observed thoracic gas volume and the constant 0.02 kPa l⁻¹s⁻¹ is the pneumotachograph resistance. For any particular subject, at a given Vtg, Raw is linearly related to the slope S.

The experiment conformed to a factorial design with the six flow ranges nested within reading within subjects. The part of the breathing cycle (maximum and minimum volume) was included as a two-level factor, and the seven loops were treated as replicates. An analysis of variance was carried out (Table 2) to investigate the contributions of the factors to the variation in the slopes. All the factors, including the interaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>F*</th>
<th>D, I†</th>
<th>Mean Raw</th>
<th>Mean Vtg§</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(±SD)</td>
<td>(±SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>6.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Factor for body value displacement in plethysmograph.
†Dead space, including pneumotachograph dead space.
‡Mean of six readings, measured for flows between 0 to 0.1 l s⁻¹ at start of inspiration.
§Mean of six readings. Measured at end-expiration.
between the two parts of the breathing cycle and the flow ranges, were found to contribute highly significantly to variations among the slopes \( (p<0.001) \). Repeating the analysis for each part of the breathing cycle separately also showed a highly significant variation \( (p<0.001) \) between the ranges, as might be expected.

The means of the slopes for each subject over each range are shown in Table 3. For all subjects the slope decreased significantly \( (p<0.001) \) as the respiratory cycle passed through either of the zero flow points. That is, at minimum volume the slopes over an inspiratory (positive) flow range were less than those over an expiratory (negative range) flow range, by a factor of some 1.5. At maximum volume the opposite was true, the slopes at end-inspiration being some 1.3 greater than at start-expiration. Thus the best agreement between the two parts of the respiratory cycle was between end-inspiration and start-expiration. On both parts of the cycle the ranges that spanned zero flow gave intermediate values.

The slopes over the six ranges varied widely; in some subjects the largest value was about twice the smallest. Over all subjects the only two means that were not significantly different were those for the ranges 0 to 0.5 \( \text{s}^{-1} \) and 0 to 1.1 \( \text{s}^{-1} \) at the start of inspiration.

In general the larger the flow interval the smaller the standard deviation of the slopes measured over it. The −1 to 1.1 \( \text{s}^{-1} \) range slopes were least variable (coefficient of variation \( \sim 11\% \)). The coefficient of variation of the intervals of 1.1 \( \text{s}^{-1} \) were of the order of 15\% and for 0.5 to 1 \( \text{s}^{-1} \) the coefficient of variation was about 22\%.

Agreement among the subjects on their ranking of the coefficients of variation of Raw over the six airflow ranges, at the minimum and maximum volume points separately, was tested by calculating the coefficient of concordance on the ranks, taking flow ranges as 'competitors' and subjects as 'judges'. This showed in both cases that the sub-

### Table 3: Means and standard deviations \((n=42)\) of slopes for each subject over each range of flow: at minimum volume and maximum volume

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Range: ( \text{s}^{-1} )</th>
<th>Minimum volume</th>
<th>Maximum volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.181 (0.023)</td>
<td>0.815 (0.034)</td>
<td>0.150 (0.031)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.185 (0.021)</td>
<td>0.209 (0.029)</td>
<td>0.195 (0.028)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.195 (0.022)</td>
<td>0.213 (0.024)</td>
<td>0.199 (0.024)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.234 (0.029)</td>
<td>0.382 (0.033)</td>
<td>0.324 (0.034)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.221 (0.022)</td>
<td>0.194 (0.033)</td>
<td>0.178 (0.034)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.317 (0.021)</td>
<td>0.345 (0.035)</td>
<td>0.317 (0.036)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.211 (0.036)</td>
<td>0.237 (0.037)</td>
<td>0.211 (0.038)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.337 (0.022)</td>
<td>0.323 (0.022)</td>
<td>0.337 (0.023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.211 (0.036)</td>
<td>0.237 (0.037)</td>
<td>0.211 (0.038)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
jects were concordant (p<0.001), Raw being less variable the larger the flow interval. Restricting the tests to the three 1 l s⁻¹ and to the two 0.5 l s⁻¹ intervals did not show any agreement among the subjects and hence expiratory ranges were not significantly any more or less variable than inspiratory ranges.

Overall, the slopes at minimum volume were 0.01 higher than at maximum volume (p<0.001). There were no differences in variability between these two parts of the respiratory cycle.

Discussion

Significant and substantial differences in slopes of the P sub r versus V traces used to estimate Raw have been shown in normal subjects when measurements are made over various ranges of airflow. The only exception was for the two ranges 0 to 0.5 and 0 to 1 l s⁻¹ at the start of inspiration. It should be noted that the results over a 0 to 0.5 l s⁻¹ range are generally more variable than over the larger range.

The differences in slopes over different ranges would give rise to variation in Raw by virtue of equation (1), and as for the slopes these variations would be substantial. For the purposes of comparison between studies the range of flow over which Raw was measured should be given, as well as the part of the respiratory cycle used. This is not always done at present.

Near maximum volume when the lung is distended a lower resistance would be expected and this we have confirmed when all the ranges are pooled, but as Table 3 shows this was not consistent over each range. We measured Vtg at minimum volume but the experimental technique did not allow us to measure it also at maximum volume when it would be about 0.5 l more.

We have shown that the airways resistance is greatest at end-expiration and end-inspiration. The former represents the resistance when the lung volume is at its least and also when the airways are under compressive forces, which would also tend to narrow their calibre. The higher value of resistance at end-inspiration, when the lungs are more inflated and the transpulmonary pressure is tending to increase airway calibre we cannot explain, but it must reflect dynamic changes in the lung as the volume changes and represents an asymmetry between the inspiratory and expiratory phases.

The differences in Raw between different ranges could be used together to give a more complete discription of lung function, and it may be that these differences will prove to be of more clinical and epidemiological value than a single estimation of Raw over one range of flow.

We measured slopes over intervals of flow and no attempt has been made to compare these measurements with the values obtained for tangents to the P sub r against V traces.

Whatever the part of the respiratory cycle used, our results indicate that a larger range is preferable to a small one in giving less variability, though it must be borne in mind that some subjects may have difficulty in achieving flows of 1 l s⁻¹ while performing the panting manoeuvre.

Our measurements thus show that small ranges near zero flow give the least reproducible results, even though there is less turbulence at low flow. For routine work we recommend a flow range of −0.5 to 0.5 l s⁻¹.
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